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ABSTRACT
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS
I hi. is one ot a group ot Fnvii onmental !'"us written by the hnvironmental Sal-he Centel and published by the

National Wi Idiot Federation

In both theory and plattitr Vkik/k ation is essenhal base for long-range local, regional and national program.

to Improve and maintain the t/il.litt y ot necessary for man\ welfare and survival. Citizens nu.t he aware

of ologit al relationships in order .o ret ognizt. apprtA latl` and fulfill constructive roles in sodety. This awareness

should be launt lied through the t sistmg educational process-- in classroom and related school activities, No special

our ses on t an t (place the need to integrate et ological le.trning throughout the existing curricula of our school

systems. Furthermore. the lite-styles and value-systems netess Iry for rational environmental decisions can best he

at (wired through repeated exposure to ecological learning which pervades the total educational experience.

It was with these thoughts that we devel,petl these curriculum materials. They were designed for the classroom

teat her to use with a minimal amount of preparation. Fhey are meant to be part of the existing curriculum to com-

plement and enhant e what students are already experiencing. Each unit is complete in itself, containing easy-to-tollow

dust riptions of objectives and methods, as well as lists of simple ntoterials.

Hie underlying philosophy throughout these units is that learning about the environment is not a memoriiation

pr Less, but rather an experience-oriented. experiment-observation-conclusion sort of learning. We are confident that

students at all levels will arrive at intelligent ecological conclusions it given the proper opportunities to do so. and if

not forced into "right- answers ante precisely "accurate- names for their observations. If followed in principle by the

teacher, these units will result in meaningtul environmental education.

In the process of development, these units have been used and tested by classroom teachers, atter which they tite

undergone evaluations. revisions and adaptations. Further constructive comments from classroom teachers are en-

couraged in the hope that we may make even more improvements.

A list of units in this group appears on the inside hack cover.

About the National Wildlife Federation-1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Founded in 103o, the National Wildlife Federation has the largest membership of any conservation organization in

the world and has affiliated groups in each of the 50 states, Guam, and the Virgin Islands. It is a non-profit, non-

governmental organization devoted to the .mprovement of the environment and proper use of all natural resources.

NWF distributes almost one million copies of tree and inexpensive educational materials each year to youngsters, edu-

cators and concerned citizens. Educational activities are financed through contributions for Wildlife Conservation

Stamps.

About the Environmental Science Center-5400 Glenwood Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55422

The Environmental Science Center, established in 1907 under Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act is now the environmental education unit of the Minnesota Environmental Sciences Foundation, Inc. The Center

works toward the establishment of environmental equilibrium through education education in a fashion that will

develop a conscience which guides man in making rational judgments regarding the environmental consequences of

his actions. To this end the Environmental Science Center is continuing In develop and test a wide variety of instruc-

tional materials and programs for adults who work with youngsters.
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Sampling Button Populations
An Environmental Investigation

BY

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL. SCIElkCES FOUNDATION, INC.

Desio and Illustrations by

JAN BLV LER

A sizeable portion of environmental study is concerned with statisticsmaking
sample tests and sample observations. A practical goal, then, would be to get the
children interested in the workings of statistics at an early age. Sampling Button
Populations attempts just that. It introduces students to the nature of statistics
without going into all of the terminology involved. The activities help initiate a gen-
eral understanding of the concepts, along with the factors which influence statis-
tical data.

The unit comes as a result of outdoor studies which were conducted with chil-
dren. In many of these studies, the students needed to take samples in order to de-
termine soil acidity, soil moisture, density of a vegetable type, and so forth. Then
they attempted to draw some conclusions. It became evident, though, that many
children had little understanding of the factors which should have influenced their
results. In one study, for example, they concluded from one small sample that the
soil in a large area was very moist.

The basic concept of sampling and an awareness of the kinds of generaliza-
tions which could and could not be drawn from such samples, had not been grasped.

In order to gain an understanding of the workings of ecology, then, young
people should gain an understanding of what sampling and sampling procedures
are all about. We hope these activities will help provide th's understanding.
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INTRODUCTION

Since statistics are the result of sampling, this unit begins with sam-
ple-taking. The children will take samples of a populationin this case, a
population made up o. different proportions of two kinds of beans in a bag.
Then, each student will eturn his sample to the bag. The class will count
the number of beans and determine the proportion of one kind of bean to
another. The composition of the individual samples will be found to resem-
ble i.he composition of the large bean bag.

In the second section the students will sample button populations
which we made up of different kinds of buttons in varying proportions.
After taking these samples, the students ,viII graph their results and com-
pare their random sample findings with the actual proportions used in pre-
paring the button bags.

At the end of this unit, some independent investigation are provided
to help the students use some of the basic statistical skills which they've
acquired. The students will look more closely at problems such as sample
size, number of samples taken, and random sampling.

After going through the activities of this unit, students should have a
better understanding of what it means to take a sample out of a larger popu-
lation. and some of the techniques which are involved. These activities
should help students later on in a wide range of environmental investiga-
tions, but they should also be fun to do and educational in themselves.

buttons (five different types)
plastic bags
beans
pill cups
dixie cups
graph paper

MATERIALS

6

pencils
crayons
paper
glue
poster board
ribbon or rubber bands

3
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Sampling Button Populations
Preparing The Populations

I. Preparing a Button Population

MATERIALS

buttons ( five different types)
plastic bags
ribbon or rubber bands

E MI

yel low

red
blue

orange
green

You will need to have four cups each of five types
of buttons. All five types of buttons should be about
the same size. Make sure all the buttons within each
of the five types are the same shape and, if possible,
the same color. For example, you might have four
cups of round yellow b,ittons with two holes each;
four cups of round red buttons with four holes each;
four cups of blue square buttons with two holes
each; four cups of orange square buttons with four
holes each; and four cups of green oval buttons. You
should be able to get this number of buttons at a

4

reasonable price from a remnants store. For means
of comparison, 500 shirt buttons is equal to approxi-
mately one cup. You will also need six plastic bags
of a size which can conveniently hold two to four
cups of buttons.

You will want to prepare three sets of mixtures,
labeling each bag by set number. Each set will have
two bags and both bags in each set will be made up
of tt,e same proportions. Prepare the bags like this:

Set I

Bags A & A,
Into each bag put the
following amounts:

1,4 cup

V. cup

PA cup

1/2 cup

cup

0

Set II
Bags B. & B.

Into each bag put the
following amounts:

3/4 cup

3/4 cup

1/2 cup

11/4 cup

cup

a

Set III
Bags C, &

Into each bag put the
following amounts:

1 cup

1/2 cup

1/4 cup

cup

441 cup

0
0

Tie the bags shut with bright ribbon or rubber bands.
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II. Preparing the Bean Bag

MATERIALS

white beans
brown beans
bags

A. Buy one bag of white beans and three bags of
brown beans (all bags and beans of the same
respective size).

B. Mi>. the bags of beans together in another large
bag. One quarter of the bag will be white
beans, and three quarters will be brown beans.

Taking Samples

I Sampling the Bean Bag

A. Mix the bean bag well and have each child
take a few beans from the bag (15 tc 20 or "a
small handful").

B. Have each member of the class Leparate his
beans into two piles according to color. (One
brown pile, one white pile,)

ASK THE CHILDREN:
WHAT IS THE COLOR OF THE MOST NUMBER
OF BEANS IN THE LARGE BAG?
WHY DO YOU THINK SO?

C. Break the class into groups of four students
each and have the groups pool their bean sam-
ples together. They should make two rows of
their combined beans, one white row and one
brown row. (The total beans for each group
should equal about 10% of the bean popula-
tion that was in the bean bag in the beginning.)

D. Put these figures on the board while the chil-
dren work:

1. three white and one brown
2. two white and two brown
3. one white and three brown
4. four brown
5. four white

E. After the groups have completed their two
rows of beans, ask them to predict which of
the above five statements would most likely
come about if they were to take beans from
the bag with their eyes closed.

Looking at the relative heights of the two
columns the students made with their beans,
they should see the brown column is about
three times as long as the white, and should
therefore choose Number 3,

F. Have the children put their beans back in the
bag, mix the bag well, and chose four beans
with their eyes closed. Record the number of
children having a given combination next to
the description of that combination on the
board, and discuss the results, Do these results
seem to be what the students expected?

5
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G. Divide the bag of beans among the students

and have them count the total number of white
beans and the total number of brown beans.
They should calculate exactly how many
browns there are for each white bean by di-
viding the number of browns by the number
of whites. Their result should be approximately
three trowns for each white. Discuss this in
terms Df their findings when each student drew
four Means at random (Part F.)

IL Sampling the Button Bag

A. Divide the class into six equal groups (or as
equal as possible).

B. Give each group one bag of buttons.

C. Have each group divide in half, making two
teams. Thus if you have 24 students in your
class, you will have 6 groups of 2 teams each.
In this instance, each team would have 2 stu-
dents.

D. Give each team a dixie cup to use for sampling
(a larger sampling container might be used if
your buttons are large). Each team's sample
should be about 10% of the total population.

E. Give each team several sheets of half-inch
graph paper. (You may have to make your own
size if the largest button is bigger than 1/2
inch).

F. Have one or two children mix the bag thor-
oughly (without opening it) by shaking or
kneading it (shaking alone tends to sift any
small, thin buttons from the others, so ask
them to use other methods of mixing also).

G. Each team should take one dixie cup of but-
tons as a sample. (Remember, two teams are
sampling one bag.)

H. Graph the buttons from the dixie cup by laying
them in rows on the graph paper. (They may
have to tape several sheets of graph paper to-
gether.)

I. Have the teams from each group compare their
graphs.

6

FOR DISCUSSION:
Are the graphs that were madri from samples of

the same bag similar at all? Do they have the same
longest columns? The same shortest columns?

If they are similar, why are they similar? (When
you eat a piece of cake, do you thine another piece
will taste similar to the piece you just ate? Why?)

If the students do not think their graphs are simi-
lar, have each of the two teams mix the bags and
graph a second sample. Remember, graphs of the
samples will not be exactly alike, just similar.



J. Have the teams make a permanent record of
their graph by «)loring in the col,imns of but-
tons, and gluing a button to the base of the
column that represents it. Have them return
the buttons to the bag. Each permanent graph
will be used in the next activity.

K. The class should now try to discover which
model graph is similar to the individual team
graphs. (See the back of the nook, p. 13, for in-
structions on preparing the model graphs.)

1. Visual Investigation

Hang the three model graphs at the
front of the room.
Ask each team to take out the sample
graph it prepared earlier in "Sampling
the Button Bag." Have each group of
two teams try to determine which
model graph is the most similar to the
sample graphs they made. Remember
that each group was made up of two
teams and each team made a sample
graph. The graphs made by the two
teams of a single group will not be
exactly the same but they will be sim-
ilar to each other. Each group, then,
will be poking at its own two similar
graphs, and comparing these two to
the three model graphs which you
have made. The students should try to
figure out which one of the three
model graphs looks the most like the
two graphs that their group made,
When the students have picked the ap-
propriate model, have them take a
second sample with the dixie cup and
graph that sample also. Ask if it is sim-
ilar to their first sample graph. Is it
more or less similar to the model
graph they chose? Would they still
choose the same model graph as the
one which is the most similar to their
own graph after this second sample
has been taken? Have them make a
permanent graph of the second sample
as they did in Part J.

If the students do not want to thane
their choice of model after taking a
second sample, this will reinforce their
choice of the representative model
graph.

If any group decides to choose a
different model graph after this sec-
ond sample, have them graph a third
sample. Have them keep taking sam-
ples until they have positively decided

on one representative model graph.
It would be best for them to make
permanent graphs of all their samples
along the way.

2. Numerical Investigation

Show the students how to find the
proportions of buttons in their sample.
The following method is a suggestion.

Using the graph of the sample which
they have decided most closely resem-
bles one of the model graphs, have the
students cut a strip of paper the same
length as the shortest column on that
graph. They should hold this strip
against each column of buttons and
write below the column the number of
times that strip fits on the column.
(Use a model graph to demonstrate.)

10

On the following page is an example
of a graph which a student might make;
the shortest strip would be ten squares
long. The rest of the proportions would
be as indicated below each column.
From his graph the student can see
that his sample contains one half as
many round red buttons with four holes
as it contains yellow round ones with
two holes.

The students should compar° the
number below each of their columns
with the number below that column
on their chosen model graph. Did the
numbers come close to being the
same?

7



Independent Investtgations
So far. the cla,,,s hos tiAined some feelinq for sam-

pling. In the bark of the book we have included
some Individual Investigations which can be dupli-
cated and given to the students. The goal of these
investigations which follow is to develop an under-
standing of the factors which influence the validity
of a sample. T11P activities wi;1 refine sampling
procedures and expand the saldents' grasp of their
workings. Investigation, i1 introduces the idea that
the size of the sample taken must be appropriate for
the size of the population. Investigation #2 deals
with the number of samples taken and the influence
of the number of samples on the sample's validity.
Investigation #3 has the students compare the graph
they get when the buttons are mixed well with the
graph they get when the buttons are not mixed well,
This introduces the idea of random sampling of a
population.

We suggest that three or four copies cf each in-
vestigation be mimPographed, glued to individual
pieces of poster board. and given to the teams to
read through. They should then be allowed to chcose
and do any of the investigations they wish. They
might design their own investigation. The investi-
gations could be conducted by the class as a whole
or by groups of students. Let the students
decide how they'd like these to be done.

Display the model graphs throughout these inves-
tigations.

8

SAMPLE STUDENT GRAPH
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The Back of the Book
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Independent InvestidationS

INVESTIGATION

.1 t
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model graph , .t

model graph ,.
.. !"-

MATERIALS

!4s . o: (irxfo c'ut)
(r.. cp-joh raper

rrav-c)ns

PROCEDURE

2 r.)-;, ".tu the soap cap.
C;r.-v1 -i-

L

!1,111 tn tht

pit! cup.

9. N.'aki .0Imanei,..,,raph cr...yoos
!O Pat ttie tp:ttons, hak in the hat'.
11 7,1 eao,

12. Take a sample the dixie cup.
1.3. Graph ti sample.
1.; "s..11,0 .1 ;,.-rn,'nt ,Japh I ini cr,wons
1') Put th buttons ha -k in the hag.
16 Mix the bag,
17. Repeat An., .-)f the .'au aren't sore of the

results.
1S. ',Vrite a short repo!' the of the

sample iffecte',..1 your results Refer to :,,our mod-
el graph and the cjaphs you made during this
present 'nvestigar an.

INVESTIGATION ::2

Does thc number of samples taken have any effect
on your results?

MATERIALS
screoi c,)ps from liquid soap bottle.;
one o! the six button bags
graph paper crayons

10

PROCEDURE

: sample .. !!:

; Ins.nt rl in the hiittons
!-t

ftio for of ..ich column on

C.

ioh .11)-t

,11;,,it, ;,r,iph to the model graph you
e.irisr, I. it s Doet, it seem more
!o one of the Ithor model graphs?

s. .) second sample ...it') the !-A-reo.. cap.
Pc:et(1 ;hi second sample on top of the first
one on the graph.

lq Make it permanent by coloring it. Using a dif-
re!,.nt t'olor for the second sample will probably
make the craoh clearer Return the buttons to
the b.

11 Place an -x" beside the top of each column on
voer graph paper
Compare this graph to the model graph you
chose earlier. Is it similar? Doe-, it seem more
,,unilar to one of the other mr del graphs?

13. Repeat procedure 7 through I.) for a third sam-
ple. The following graph shows how the "xas"
are placed on the graph

13
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INVESTIGATION

t.ltitiOni Sal Uphill,

., MATERIALS

11

PROCEDURE

!!..'
17'11

p.11 cup,

nto the bac Do

Gra;11 th --.1,11,1, and make a permanent graph

- n. 1. f the
M ha:,

Tike -), ;rie the pill cup.
Gt.-11,:, tho n,Ake > perrranpnt rfaph
;,,,ith crayons.
Wh!c'P graph dr. you think gives the most areal-
!ate 'he number of new buttons?
Take s4-,ral ;pore samples to verity your choice,
Writ- a short report on your conclusions about
random sampling. InTlude all graphs made dur
i!1 this ini.-estic,ation.

INVESTIGATION r 4

Si sampling the pecplt in y'Otl Zx.hool, can you
-tetormine about how many right-handed people
there :ire for every lefthanded person?

MATERIALS
graph paper
crayons
census forms, sample forms (ask your teacher

for copies)

PROCEDURE

ere
'i- thi d

;i
Lir the 1-st-handed

oanded ,tuaents"
ht I t'1,,1'.. Altlith! samite.

Ta'k, sample I-, handirw, the term P.) 1Ach
viant to and havinr. that stu-

;tent hit it in.
Graph the teSm1tS :.-hen all the forms have been
ret,:rned.

votu by taking a census (a Yr-

pl.t coant of loft and right handed students).
Get the form for "census of leithanded and
ri;Tht-handed student s.-
Go to each classroom and fill in a census form.
((t the teacher's Approval first.)
Does this information agree with the condo-
:,ions you got when you took just a sample?

8. If the census results are not similar to the sam-
pling re,,ults. try to improve the N,':ay you sampled.
Did you take enough samples?

INVESTIGATION ::5

During your sampling, you were very careful to
mix the buttons before taking a sample. This is
called random sampling because no spot has any
different mixture of buttons than another spot.

Does random sampling work if the buttons are not
mixed well?

1

MATERIALS

transparent round container
spoon
one of the six button bags and the model'

graph which represents this bag (check
with your teacher for the graph).

water
graph paper
pill cup

PROCEDURE

1. Empty the button bag into the round container.
2. Fill the container within two inches from the top

with water.

14
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Cnr,r1rt. tt'o ;;!.;t ;,Ith tho model
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I 4. ,1101)'t sIttO Czt

riTort on 'ons about
random sampling. all graphs and obser-
.,14',,r,, r ',Our rtpart

INVESTIGATION 6

t!.Z! Pr. `1, It ,,c,11001, can you
msIny people there are with

a,-h co!:lt?

MATERIALS

graph parr
crayons
samole forms
census forms !Ask your teacher to give you

these.)

PROCEDURE

1. Decide how many people you will ask about eye
color.

2. Decide where you will ask these people about
their eye color (in the lunchroom, at the drinking
fountain. on the playground).

3. Ask your teacher for the "sample of eye color"
form.

4. Get your teacher's okay before starting to sample.
5. Take your sample by handing the form to each

student you want to sample and having him fill
it in.

6. Graph the results when all the forms have been
returned.

7. Check your results by conducting a census (a
complete count of the eye color of students).

Get the form for " census of eye color."
Go to each classroom and fill in a census form.
(Get the teacher's approval first.)
Does this census information agree with the
conclusions you got when you took just a sam-
ple?

12

`7z. !I ttio twzmIts ato not simiht to tho
try to onpro.,e tho 4,1, you ,,;implo(1.

v011 tsi14.0 01)0tWh S3n1pleS?

INVESTIGATION

By sampling the people in ycur school, can you
determine about how many red.haired. blond-haired.
brown or black-haired students there are?

MATERIALS
graph paper
crayons
sample forms
census forms (Get these from your teacher.)

PROCEDURE

1. Decide how many people you will ask about hair
color.

2. Decide where you will ask these people about
their hair color (in the lunchroom, at the drinking
fountain. on the playground).

3. Ask your teacher for the "sample of hair color"
form.

4. Get your teacher's okay before starting to sample.
5. Take your sample by handing the form to each

student you want to sample and having him fill
it in.

6. Graph the results when all the forms have been
returned.

7. Check your results by conducting a census (a
complete count of hair color of the students).

Get the form for "census of hair color" from
your teacher.
Go to each classroom and fill in a census form.
(Get approval first.)
Does this information agree with the conclu-
sions you got when you took just a sample?

8. If the census results are not similar to the sam-
pling, try to improve the way you sampled. Did
you take enough samples?

INVESTIGATION t$

Can you tell how many different kinds of plants
there are on your lawn by taking samples?

MATERIALS

tape hoota hoop
2" square graph paper
plastic sandwich bags

15
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H. Mod& Graphs

MODEL GRAPH
BAGS Al & A Set I

El

n,' model graphs Th t. proporh(ms aro rnultiplucj hy two lust to
pjaph that ,...111 ;) IttIP
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III. Sample and Census Forms

SANTE E O !EFT HANDED AND R111" HANDED STUDENTS
Imiestigation 4

SAMPLE OF EYE COLOR
. Investigation

t

SAMPLE OF HAIR COLOR
Investigation #7,

if you c::nr.r,t fii! th ft...,rm out n:-Jw. fill it in Liter and return it to room

Y:)ur

Grdde

Put ti "),- in t t blank.

YOti have red 11
You ha.,,e brown hdir

You have blond hair

18
15



Census Forms

CENSUS OF LEFT-HANDED AND RIGHT-HANDED STUDENTS

.1 .

CENSUS OF EVE COLOR

; -,; ., I 4'

,f , --st11.!0111`,

16

CENSUS OF HAIR COLOR

eN

rIti!!.!.;t'.1

f

lAp;;H),Htved cl±idents

19



THE ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS

Below is a list of the twenty-four titles in the Environmental Discovery
Series. Next to the titles, we have suggested the grades for which each is most
appropriate. We emphasize that these are suggested grade levels. The teacher
is encouraged to adapt the activities to a wide range of grade levels and
subject areas depending upon the interests and abilities of the students.

Order
No. Title

Grade
Level Price

Order
No. Title

Grade
Level Price

79007 Plants in the Classroom 3-6 $1.50 79123 Genetic Variation 4-9 $1.50

79016 Vacant Lot Studies 5-9 1.50 79132 Soil 2-9 1.50

79025 Differences in Living Things 4-8 1.00 79141 Tile Patterns and Graphs 1-2 1.00

79034 Shadows 1-8 1.00 79150 Plant Puzzles 1-6 1.50

79043 Wind 3-6 1.50 79169 Brine Shrimp and Their Habitat 1-5 1.50

79052 Snow and Ice 1-6 1.50 79178 Nature's Part in Art 3-6 1.50

790c1 Man's HabitatThe City 4-9 1.50 79212 Contour Mapping 4-9 1.50

79070 Fish and Water Temperature 4-9 1.50 79187 Change i a Small Ecosystem 5-9 1.50

79089 Oaks, Acorns, Climate and Squirrels 1-b 1.50 79196 Transect Studies 3-9 1.50

79105 Nature Hunt Spec. Ed. K-1 1.00 79203 Strearr Profiles 4-9 1.00

79098 Sampling Button Populations 3-9 1.00 79221 Color and Change K-2 1.00

79114 The Rise and Fall of a Yeast Community 6-9 1.00 79230 Outdoor Fun for Students 1-12 1.50

It you would like a tree brochure describing activities in the individual units, write:

The National Wildlife Federation
Educational Servicing
1412 16th Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
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